Name a **YELLOW** food you ate today or this week!

Which flavor do you like better, **CHOCOLATE** or **VANILLA**?

What’s the **BEST MEAL** you’ve ever eaten?

Are you a **LEFTIE** or a **RIGHTIE**?
Try eating your dinner with your fork or spoon in the other hand!

What’s the **WEIRDEST** thing you’ve ever eaten??

How many ingredients went into your dinner?

Name a food that starts with the **LETTER A**!
Now try B, C, D, and all the way to Z!

What recipe can you make on your own?

What recipe do you feel most proud of?

Name 6 different **FRUITS** (or **NUTS** or **VEGGIES** or **DESSERTS**)!

**IF YOU WERE A FOOD**, what would you be??

What food did you hate at first, but now you like?

What food **RED** food you ate today or this week!

Game Cards (1 of 2 pages)
Cut along the dotted lines.
Game Cards (2 of 2 pages)
Cut along the dotted lines.